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Summary
Franssen PJ.M.M.L. : Contour correspondences in an image sequence recorded by a moving
camera.
This report deals with one of the fundamental subjects of computer vision: the so called
correspondence problem. When an image of a 3-D scene is recorded by a camera the resulting
image will be a projection of the three dimensional scene onto a two dimensional image plane.
During the recording stage the depth information is lost. This depth information can be recovered
by using e.g. stereo vision or structure from motion. Both methods USe a sequence of images that
show the scene from different points of view. In the recorded images, pairs of features can be
found that are projections of the same feature in the original 3 D scene. When these pairs of
features are found the depth information can be recovered by triangulation. The process of
finding these corresponding pairs of features is called the correspondence problem. The effort
required to find these pairs of features depends on the type of feature used. A simple feature such
as a line segment is easy to extract from the images but searching for correspondence is difficult
because there are many lines present in the images. By using a more complex feature the burden
of finding correspondence is moved from the matching stage to the feature extraction stage. In
this report, contours are used to search for correspondence. These contours consist of line
segments that form closed planes. By using contours the number of features present in the scene
is reduced. De critical factor using this approach is the completeness with which these contours
can be determined from the available images.

Samenvatting
Franssen PJ.M.M.L. : Contour correspondenties in een beelden serie opgenomen met een
bewegende camera.
Dit rapport behandelt een van de fundamentele onderwerpen uit de computer vision: het
zogenaamde correspondentieprobleem. Tijdens het opnemen van een beeld van een 3 D scene
wordt deze scene afgebeeld op een 2 dimensionaal vlak. Met deze afbeelding is de diepte
informatie verloren gegaan. Deze diepte informatie kan worden teruggewonnen door gebruik te
maken van bijvoorbeeld stereo vision of structure-from-motion. Beide methoden maken gebruik
van een serie afbeeldingen die de scene vanuit verschillende perspectieven laat zien. In deze
beeldenreeks zijn bepaalde kenmerken te vinden die projecties zijn van hetzelfde kenmerk uit de
originele 3-D scene. Indien deze paren van kenmerken worden gevonden kan met behulp van
driehoeksmeting de diepte informatie worden teruggewonnen.Het zoeken van deze
corresponderende kenmerk paren wordt het correspondentie probleem genoemd. Het gemak
waarmee deze correspondentie kan worden gevonden is sterk afhankelijk van het soort kenmerk
dat wordt toegepast. Een simpele kenmerk zoals een lijnstuk is gemakkelijk uit de beelden te
bepalen maar het zoeken naar correspondentie is lastig omdat er veellijnstukken in de beelden
aanwezig zijn. Door toepassing van een complexer kenmerk wordt het vinden van
correspondentie eenvoudiger maar worden de problemen verschoven naar het vinden van de
kenmerken zelf. In dit rapport worden contouren gebruikt om correspondentie te bepalen. Deze
contouren bestaan uit lijnstukken die samen een gesloten vlak vormen. Door het toepassen van
contouren wordt het aantal kenmerken die in de beelden aanwezig zijn gereduceerd. De kritische
factor bij deze aanpak de volledigheid waarmee deze contouren in de voorhanden zijnde beelden
kunnen worden teruggevonden.
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1. Introduction
The correspondence problem discussed in this thesis is one of the basic operations in the field of
3-D computer vision. For understanding the concept of the correspondence problem it is
important to have an understanding of the concept of computer vision itself. In [HAN95]
computer vision is defined as follows:
"Computer vision, image understanding, or scene analysis is that combination of image
processing, pattern recognition, and artificial intelligence technologies which focuses on the
computer analysis of one or more images, taken with a single sensor, or taken in a time sequence.
The analysis recognises, locates the position and orientation, and provides sufficiently detailed
symbolic descriptions or recognition of those imaged objects deemed to be of interest in the
three-dimensional environment."
When an image of a 3-D scene is recorded by a camera the resulting image will be a projection of
the three dimensional scene onto a two dimensional image plane. During the recording stage
information of one dimension ( depth) is lost. An important subject of computer vision is to
regain this lost depth information.
This information can be recovered by using for example stereo vision or the concept of structurefrom-motion. Both methods are based on the same principle. In stereo vision two or more images
of a scene are recorded from different points of view ( with a known spatial separation ). The
structure-from-motion method records scenes by using a single moving camera. In the recorded
images, pairs of features such as edges, comers ( also called tokens) can be found that are
projections of the same entity in the 3-D scene. When these pairs of features are found the depth
information can easily be recovered using triangulation.
The process of finding these pair of features is called the correspondence problem. Finding pairs
of corresponding features is also called matching. The correspondence problem is a critical part
of stereo vision or structure-from-motion. Without the possibility to determine corresponding
features over an image sequence it is impossible to regain the lost depth information.
For human perception the correspondence problem is an easy task to solve. Humans have the
ability to interpret 3-D scenes from a 2-dimensional image. However, for computers this task is
extremely difficult. A computer can only find corresponding pairs of features by using an
combinatorial search algorithm that minimises some error criterion by comparing all possible
combinations of features. However, finding a solution yielding a minimal error does not mean
correspondence has been determined without errors. Results are strongly dependent on the nature
of the scene that have to be analysed.
A large number of features in two successive images re-sult in a huge search space. When the
number of features is equal to m, there are m! possible combinations to examine. Occlusion,
missing features and spurious features makes the correspondence even harder to determine. In
general it can be stated that the correspondence problem can only be solved to a certain extend.
Only in ideal situations without "scene disturbances" it is possible to determine correspondence
with 100% reliability.

Introduction
In this thesis the correspondence problem is attempted to be solved by firstly reducing the search
space. By using a feature that is build from multiple simpler features, the number of features
present in an image can be reduced. A fewer number of features results in a smaller number of
combinations between features of successive images which simplifies the search for
correspondence. Depending on the scene the number of features can still be quite large, therefore
an algorithm is required that is able to search for the corresponding features in a reliable way.
One class of algorithms capable of searching for a global extreme in a large search space are
Genetic Algorithms ( GA's ) that is used in this thesis to search for correspondence.
Images available for testing the performance of the correspondence algorithm are acquired using
a computer vision system. The components of a vision system are shown in Figure I-I. Generally
such a system consists of a camera that records the scene, a computer which stores the recorded
images and performs image processing operators upon the recorded images. One of the most
common operations is edge detection. This operation extracts the edges or contours of an
recorded object.
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Figure 1-1
To record an image sequence of a scene the camera is moved along a predefined trajectory. This
results in a series of images of a scene ( image sequence) recorded at different angles as is
shown in Figure 1-2. Out of this image sequence corresponding features have to be determined.
As an example Figure 1-2 shows a corresponding line segment in three successive images,
indicated by the thick line. Following this thick line through the images is called tracking the line
segment. The ultimate goal of the correspondence problem is to determine all corresponding
features ( in this example line segments) and put them in a list which is called a trajectory.

a

b

c

Figure 1-2
The input files for the correspondence algorithm are files with a set of straight line segments with
the LDR-extension which stands for Line DRawings. These files contain position information of
each line segment in the scene. Line information for each scene is stored in a separate file. In this
application these line segments are considered to be the simplest features available.
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2. Problem definition
Before explaining the precise strategy used to solve the correspondence problem, a number of
general statements describing the approach used to determine correspondence are given.

2.1 General formulation of the correspondence problem
In general the correspondence problem can be formulated as:

"finding features in an image sequence that are projections of the same entity in the 3-D scene"
However, this formulation has to be redefined to a definition which can be implemented in an
algorithm. In its simplest form the correspondence problem can be defined as:

"given m features per image for a sequence ofn consecutive images, determine the
correspondence by finding m trajectories using some suitable quality measure".
Considering two subsequent images, each image contains a number of features. Each feature is
described by parameters called attributes. Using for e.g. line segments, the describing attributes
of the line segment can be: length, angle or midpoint. If the way the images are recorded meets
certain constraints, as will be explained in section 2.4, the corresponding pairs of features can be
found by searching for the optimum combination of features between two successive images ( the
reference image r and image the image to be matched m ). Trajectories of corresponding features
can be determined by searching correspondence between the successive images of the entire
image sequence.
The optimum combination of features between two images is identified by calculating an error or
distance measure. The combination of features yielding the smallest distance, between all pairs
of features present in two succeeding images, is considered to determine correspondence. The
distance measure is formulated using the following parameters:

•

D( I r ,I Ill)

C, 'C

m

defines the total distance between features of image r and image m. Subscript

c, and C m denote which features are combined. If c,={ 1,2,3} and c m= {2,3, I} then pairs of
features to be compared are (1,2), (2,3) and (3,1).

•

arc, (tI) and alii C",(Il) define attributes describing the features of reference image r and the
attributes of the images that has to be matched ( image m). c,(n) indicates the attributes of
feature number n. Thus a r c,(I) indicates the attributes of feature number I belonging to the
reference image.

•

d (a L(n) ,a;':,(n» defines a distance measure between the attributes describing feature c,(n) of
the reference image and feature cm(n) of the feature to be matched.

Using this approach the total distance between attributes of features between two images can be
formulated as:
MaxFeafure-!

D(l r ,I Ill) c"e",

Ld (aL(n)' a;~,(n»
tI=O
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Problem definition
An example of this approach is illustrated by Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1
Figure 2-1 shows an example where each image has three features, each described by one
attribute. The minimum distance between attributes equals 4 therefore this combination is
assumed to be the correct match. The corresponding pairs of features found are:
{ (l ,2),(2, I ),(3,3) }

However this formulation has three deficiencies:
• It is assumed that the same number of features is present in every image,
• It is assumed that it is the same set of features that is being extracted in every image,
• It is assumed that the minimum distance between the features determines the correct
correspondence.
In practical situations however, the number of features can change from image to image due to
reasons of occlusion or poor feature detection. Even when the number of features is equal in
every image, that does not mean that the same set of features is present in each image.
Furthermore finding the minimum distance between features does not automatically imply that
the correspondence has been determined correctly. Even in ideal image sequences ( same number
of features and the same set of features in every image) the resulting correspondence need not be
the correct one.
Thus while searching for a global minimum distance between features in two successive images
it must be allowed to construct incomplete trajectories indicating occlusion, appearance of a new
texture or the absence of the corresponding feature in the subsequent or earlier frames.
Trajectories can also be incomplete when a found match is rejected because the match seems to
be unreliable.
Hence, a more realistic definition of the correspondence problem can be stated as:

"given nil, 1=1,2..n, features for each of the n images,ftnd the maximal set of complete or
partially complete feature trajectories by minimising a distance measure between the features of
image i and image i+1 for i=O.. (n-1)"
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Problem definition

2.2 Strategy to determine correspondence
As mentioned in the introduction one of the problems when trying to solve the correspondence
problem is the huge search space because with m features in each image a total of m!
combinations have to be evaluated for each pair of images. A possible approach to limit the
search space is to reduce the number of features present in an image by choosing a more complex
feature or higher level feature.
Which type of feature is to be used is not trivial, because it influences the process of searching
for corresponding features considerably. Using a simple token such as a point is relatively easy to
extract from the image sequence, but the matching stage can be subjected to a large number of
ambiguities. On the other extreme, using a very complex feature the extraction of the feature
itself becomes quite complex, whilst the matching stage will be relatively easy because
ambiguity is reduced. Furthermore a very complex feature will be very sensitive to occlusion or
defects during the extraction process. One defect can influence the describing attributes in such a
way that the determining correspondence is very difficult. It is clear that there is a trade-off
between the complexity of the feature and the ambiguity during the matching stage.
The majority of literature dealing with the correspondence problem use single line segments as
features to determine correspondence. The most common methods described in the literature are
based on:
•

•

•

Limiting the search area by assigning a kinematic model ( Kalman filter) to each of the
attributes describing the features. Using this model it is possible to predict the value of the
attributes in the next image and therefore reducing the search area [DEF90],[ZHZ94].
Applying the principle of path coherence. Using this method finding trajectories from
corresponding tokens is based on the smooth variation of the path of each moving feature.
The optimum combination of features yielding the smoothest path between multiple images
( more than 2 ) determines correspondence [CHC92],[SPY94],[JIL93].
The third method uses the assumption that two images ( image I, and image lz ) both contain
n features. By removing feature number i from II and searching from the optimum set of
corresponding pairs between the features of both images, one feature ( feature j) of image 12
will be left unmatched. It is this feature that results in the corresponding pair ( i,j ) [LEJ93].

All these approaches have one property in common, none of them tries to reduce the search space
by reducing the number of features that have to be matched. Most of them use line segments as
features to be tracked. In this thesis it is tried to reduce the search space by using a higher level
feature.
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Problem definition

The feature that is to going to be applied in this thesis are contours. These contours are the
boundaries of planes that form the objects present in the images. The advantages of using closed
contours as features to be matched are:
•
•

•
•
•

Reducing the search space by reducing the number of features which reduces the ambiguity,
The type of images under consideration are well suited to be described by contours because
in most applications the scenes are build of geometrical structures. The edges of these kind
of scenes can be extracted quite accurately and therefore the contours can also be found.
Using closed contours reduces the influence of spurious lines because they generally make
no part of any closed contours and are thus "filtered out" during the contour extraction phase.
Since a line can be contained by multiple contours a certain amount of redundancy is created,
i.e. losing a contour does not need to imply losing all line segments that form the contour.
When the trajectory of corresponding contours has been found it is relatively easy to
determine the trajectory of corresponding line segments.

Figure 2-2 shows an image of a simple cube. The number of line segments equals 9 while the
number of closed contours equals three. It can be concluded that by using the contours the
number of features to be matched is reduced considerably.

Contour nr 1

Contour nr 2

Contour nr 3
Figure 2-2

Disadvantages of using contours are:
•
•
•

•
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Extra effort is required to extract closed contours.
The reliability of the extraction of the closed contours is dependent on the complexity of the
scene. When no clear set of contours can be extracted from the scene this approach will fail.
Determining suitable attributes describing the contours is not trivial. Although the shape
difference between two contours must have limited geometrical changes it must be possible
to "recognise" the corresponding pairs of contours.
Due to the nature of 3-dimensional scenes the geometric shape of features "far-away" are
less susceptible to changes during motion compared to shapes close to the camera recording
the scene. The more different the shapes are, the more difficult it is to determine
correspondence.

Problem definition

2.3 Formulation of the approach to solve the correspondence problem
As stated before, one of the major problems faced when determining correspondence is the large
search area that has to be examined. The large search area is the result of a large number of
features present in the images that have to be matched.
In this thesis it is attempted to simplify the search for correspondence by limiting this search
area, by decreasing the number of features in the images. By using a higher level feature, a
feature that is constructed form multiple lower level features, the total number of elements is
reduced considerably. The high level feature that is going to be tracked over consecutive images
are closed contours. These close contours are constructed using multiple single line segments.
The output of the correspondence algorithm will be a trajectory of similar shaped contours as
illustrated by Figure 2-3. In this figure three different shaped contours are being tracked over
three consecutive images.
Trajectories of contours

Image 0

Image I

Image 2

Figure 2-3
These trajectories are determined by searching for corresponding pairs of contours in two
succeeding images. When for example the corresponding pairs of features between image 0 and
image I are found, the next step is to search for correspondence between image I and 2. This
approach can be formulated as:
For i=O to NumberOflmages-l
determine corresponding contours betrveen Image(i) and Image( i+ 1)
These corresponding contours between consecutive images are found by searching for the
optimum combination of features. It is assumed that the optimum combination of features yields
the smallest distance between pairs of features in both images. The corresponding pairs of
features ( defined by (cr,c m) ) are found by using the following formulation:

(c, (i), c.,(i) )

~ arg n;~n (D(l' ,l m) '.". ) ~ arg n;!f"'C%d'(~:, '"" <,.» J
with

i = 0.. MaxContours - 1

The parameters introduced in this equation are defined in section 2.1.
A genetic algorithm ( GA ) is used to solve this optimisation problem. This type of algorithm is
suited for solving problems like the correspondence problem firstly because of the way the
problem has to be formulated to implement the algorithm. Secondly, a genetic algorithm is able
to search for an optimum solution in a large search space that possesses many local extremes.
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2.4 Restriction on recorded images
For all approaches in solving the correspondence problem a restriction is imposed on the way the
image sequences are recorded. Without this restriction the correspondence problem is almost
impossible to solve. These restrictions are formulated as:
•

•

The interframe displacements of objects have to be bounded, i.e. the correspondence of a
feature at the next instant must be in its neighbourhood. This implies slow varying feature
attributes.
The motion of the recording camera has to be smooth i.e. no sudden changes in the direction
the recording camera is travelling.

Small interframe displacements are even more important when using contours to determine
correspondence. The properties of the shape of a contour can change more due to 3-D motion
compared to single line segments. Although the matching process itself does not explicitly utilise
the smoothness constraint as a matching criterion, assuming smooth camera motion makes it
possible to implement prediction of attributes.
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3. Finding and describing closed contours
As mentioned in the previous chapter, correspondence will be determined by using closed
contours. In the context of this thesis, closed contours are the surface planes which are part of the
objects present in a frame. This means that each contour is formed by connected line segments. A
contour of a simple geometric shape is shown by Figure 2-2 in the previous chapter.
The type of objects present in scenes available for testing purposes are mainly beams, squares
and triangles. Therefore, the shape of the surface planes will mainly be triangular or shaped like
a parallelogram. Theoretical all types of shapes are possible as long as the shape is constructed of
line segments.
This chapter will describe the stages necessary for obtaining a set of attributes that specify the
geometrical properties ( e.g. position, shape) of the closed contours. However, before the
attributes can be determined the closed contours itself have to be extracted using the available
line data information. Determining the closed contours is divided into three stages which are:
•
•
•

Bridging line segments which have nearby end points. During this first stage a set of
connected line ends is formed.
Determining line segments that form closed loops. These closed loops are the contours
present in the image under consideration.
Determining attributes describing the ( geometric) properties of the contour.

These three subjects that are elaborated in this chapter. The first part describes how a correct set
of connected line segments can be determined. The second part discusses the technique that is
used for searching for the closed contours. Finally a set of attributes is introduced which can be
used to describe the contours.
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Finding and describing closed contours

3.1 Line segment bridging
Before a strategy for finding connected lines can be determined, it is important to be aware of the
wayan object in an image is represented by the used line extracting tool. As described in the
introduction all straight line segments belonging to a single image are stored in a single file using
the LDR format. An important characteristic of the used LDR format is that e.g. three lines
constructing a T-junction are all stored as three separate line segments and not by only 2 line
segments. Although this might be trivial for comer points it is not for T-junctions. Figure 3-1
illustrates an example of geometric structures of an arbitrarily T-junction and comer point.
Figure 3-1 also illustrates the representation of the extracted line segments.

Resulting lines after edge detection

shape

ldr-style

/

I

Idr-style

T-junction

Corner point

Figure 3-1
The way geometric structures are represented makes it possible to determine connected lines by
comparing the position co-ordinates of line segments present in the scene. If the co-ordinates of
two line ends (x\,YJ) and (X2,Y2) are within a restricted area, both lines are considered to be
connected. The maximum deviation in the x- and the y co-ordinate is defined by ~xma, and ~Yma, .
In other words two lines ends (XhYJ) and ( X2,Y2), present in the same image are considered to be
connected if the following demands are fulfilled:
-

x 21 ::; ~X rna,

I -

Y21 ::; ~Y max

1x I

Iy

To have better control of the allowable deviations in the x- and y-direction when searching for
connected lines a squared search area is preferred above a circular search area.
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Finding and describing closed contours

A critical part of this process is the size of the search area defined by ~xmax and ~Ymax .When a
correctly sized search area is used all connected line ends are found, as is shown in Figure 3-2a.
However, line ends are not always perfectly centred into one centre point. This problem is
equivalent to a too small search area which leads to an incomplete set of connected lines as
illustrated by Figure 3-2b.
On the other hand a too large search area may result in an incorrect complete set of connected
lines. This is illustrated by Figure 3-2c.

Searching for connected line ends
Correct sij':edsearch, 'area
(

Too small
search area - -

Too large
search area

I..

/I~·
/a

• = Reference node

Figure 3-2

The main reason for the critical parameters for determining the search area is caused by the line
extraction tool used to extract the separate line segments. The spatial displacements between
lines forming junctions or comer points can vary considerably.
It is impossible to distinguish if line ends, which are in the proximity of each other, belong to two
separate objects or to one object. For this reason, it is imperative that the search area is not too
large because only a certain class of wrongfully connected line ends can be detected and
corrected. Non valid connections can only be detected if they belong to the same object and even
then not all wrongful connections can be determined.
The strategy is to use a slightly oversized search area to find an over-complete set of connected
line segments that ideally should belong to a single object. For optimum results the search area
can be adapted to the specific scene under consideration. How most of these wrongfully
connected line ends can be removed is elaborated in the next chapter.
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Finding and describing closed contours

3.2 Detecting and removing erroneous connections of single objects
As mentioned in the previous chapter it is important to find a valid set of connected points.
Without a reliable set the process of searching for the closed contours is compromised. Therefore
it is important that non valid connections in the initial set of connected line-ends are detected and
removed.
For single objects most types of non valid connections can be resolved by considering two
different types of erroneous connections both of which are the result of a too large search area.
Let define those two types by an error of class I and class 2. Error class 2 includes error class I,
the reverse is not always valid. The properties of both classes are:
•
•

class 1:
class 2:

a line end can be connected to both ends of a connected line
a line end can be wrongly connected to another line end

Both error classes are illustrated by Figure 3-3.

Searching for non valid connections

Search Area 2

Search Area I

1

...

3[:
7
Error class I

/
... = Reference node
• = Non valid connection
Figure 3-3
Figure 3-3 shows the result of searching for connected line-ends ( nodes) by using a too large
search area. In both figures node I is used as the reference, using other nodes as a reference
yields comparable results. The left figure depicts an example of an error of class 1. Using the
search area, nodes I is connected to node 3, 5 and 6. It is obvious that line-end number 6 is a non
valid node number.
The right hand figure is an example of an class 2 error. Besides node number 6 ( class 1 error)
node number 7 is also wrongfully considered to be a connected node.
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Finding and describing closed contours

Both error classes can be detected by analysing the initial set of connected point. To illustrate
this step Figure 3-4 shows the three successive stages in detecting and removing non valid
connections. This figure is based on the corner segment of the figure depicted in Figure 3-3
( Error class 2 ) which includes both error classes.

Detecting and removing non-valid connections

a
Initial connections

-

b

c

after removing
class I errors

final connections

- = single line segment
Figure 3-4

As can be seen in the Figure 3-4 an error of class I can be identified by searching for closed
loops that include three nodes while two of these nodes belong to a single line segment. In this
example the single line segment is the line between node pair ( 5, 6 ). Figure 3-4 (a) shows three
errors of class 1 ( illustrated by the dotted paths) . Loops that include three nodes and do not
include a single line segment are the connections between separate line segments.
These kind of non valid connections can be resolved by determining the position difference of
the 3rd node relative to the nodes of the separate line segment. The connection having the largest
spatial distance is removed from the list of connected points. In Figure 3-4 the three "loose"
nodes are respectively node 1,3 and 7. When referring to Figure 3-3 it thus be concluded that the
connections between nodes ( 1,6 ), ( 3,6 ) and ( 5,7 ) have to be removed.
After removing the class 1 errors the resulting connections are illustrated by Figure 3-4b. The
identification of class 2 errors is done by evaluating if the nodes connected to the line-end nodes
of the single line segment ( in this example node pair ( 5,6) ) have mutual connections, it can be
concluded that the node pair under consideration is non valid and has to be removed from the list
of connected end-points. In this example the connections which have to be removed are (l,7) and

(3,7 )
By using these error resolving routines the size of the search area is much less of influence for
determining a correct set of connections. The extraction process becomes more robust.
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3.3 Finding closed contours
After finding the connected lines ends, the next step is to determine which lines are part of a
closed contour. The most effective way to find the close contours is to apply graph theory. The
various steps in determining the closed contours are illustrated by an example. The example
considers a simple pyramid as depicted in Figure 3-5.
After determining the connected line ends as described in the previous chapter each line end is
identified by a unique number identical to the index as available in the LDR file. The next step is
to build a graph structure of the shape like depicted in the right hand side object of Figure 3-5.

Building a graph of a geometrical structure
9

3

Graph of geometrical
structure

Geometrical
structure

=line number
® =line end numbers
x

Figure 3-5

In general a graph ( G ) consist of a finite set of points called vertices ( V ), and a set of edges
( E ) connecting the vertices. In another notation this is equivalent to:

G = (V,E)
In the application the vertices represent the line ends and the vertices determine which line ends
are connected. Because the connection between two vertices v and w is equivalent to the
connection between wand v the graph of the connected lines is an undirected graph.
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To create a data structure that enables mathematical operations on the graph, the graph structure
has to be stored in the computers memory. To this end a so called adjacency list is constructed.
An adjacency list is a data structure that contains identical information as the graph structure. For
more information about the construction of adjacency lists it is referred to [AHU83].
The strategy for finding the connected contours is the idea that every line can be part of a closed
loop. Consider line n with line ends vI and v2, if line n is part of a closed loop there must exist a
path from vertex vI to vertex v2 ,excluding the path from v2 to vI. Furthermore, the path from
vertex v I to v2 also has to be the shortest possible path.
For finding this shortest path between two vertices of a single line segment a breath-first search
( BFS ) algorithm is used. BFS is a systematic way of visiting the all the vertices in a graph.
Beside visiting each vertex, the BFS search also determines the shortest path of alI vertices
relative to a starting node ( reference node ). For searching the closed loops the start and the end
node are known, they are the end points of the various line segments. Therefore BFS can be used
to determine the length of the shortest path. More detailed information about the BFS algorithm
can be found in [AHU83].
When assuming that there are m line segments in the graph, there are m vertex sequences. There
are always more line segments than closed loops ( one of the main reason for using closed
contours ). This means that a number of found paths are redundant and have to be removed.
Figure 3-6 illustrates possible found paths of connected node points. Five line segments result in
5 paths out of which 2 paths are unique.

Finding closed contours
Initial shortest paths
-®)

G
1

3

(l)

2

.

@
®
4

1-3-4-5-6-2

~
6-9-10-8-7-5

~
~

Geometrical
structure

Graph of Geometrical
structure

x = line number

® =line end numbers
Figure 3-6
At this stage a simple error resolving rule for removing erroneous contours can be applied. A
found path is assumed to be invalid if:
•

•

•

the path consists of less than 3 line segments. A contour can only be formed by three or more
line segments. Every line has two end points hence the number of connected vertices should
always be larger than 6.
the sequence of vertices is relative long. Long sequences can occur when multiple objects in
an image are adjacent or occluding each other. The maximum number of alIowed line
segments is strongly dependent on the type of object in the image. If the objects consist of
many short line segment a relative large number should be used. For the image sequences
available for testing purposes the maximum number of connected line segments is assumed
to be 6.
the number of connected nodes is odd.
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3.4 Describing the shape of a contour
After having determined the various closed contours of a scene, the next step is to characterise
the geometrical properties of the contours ( the features to be tracked) by determining suitable
attributes.
In general two-dimensional shapes can be described in two different ways. The first method is to
use the boundary of the contour and its features ( e.g. Fourier descriptors ). The resulting
descriptions schemes are called external representations. The second method is to describe the
region that is enclosed by the contour, these are called internal representations. The internal
representations results in so called region features such as moments.
Shape representation schemes for object recognition applications must possess certain properties
to make them applicable for measuring shape similarities. These properties are:
•
•
•

•
•

Uniqueness. This is most important property in the field of object recognition because each
object must have a unique representation.
Completeness. This refers to a unambiguous representation.
Invariance under geometrical transformations. Invariance under translation, rotation,
scaling and reflection is important property. These type of transformations are also called
affine transformations.
Sensitivity I. This is the ability of a representation scheme to reflect easily the differences
between similar objects.
Abstraction from detail. This refers to the ability of the representation to represent the
basic features of a shape and to abstract from detail. This property is directly related to the
noise robustness of the representation.

For matching purposes the properties defined for object recognition applications are also valid.
However, there is one big difference between using shape representation schemes for object
recognition and for the correspondence problem. In general the shape of objects that have to be
identified during an object recognition process are not deformed due to 3D motion while for
matching purposes the 3D deformation is inevitably. However, this doesn't mean the described
properties are not valid anymore, they still hold, only the definition of sensitivity has to be
redefined.
•

Sensitivity II. The ability of a representation scheme to identify objects that have similar
shapes.

Although both sensitivity descriptions are fairly similar there is one important difference. The
definition of sensitivity I implies that similar shapes can be identified, while the definition of
Sensitivity II implies that in spite of limited geometrical changes between two objects, the
features describing both objects must have limited variation. When little changes in geometry
would result in large changes in the describing attributes it would be impossible to give
qualitative measure for the similarity.
This chapter will describe two methods for determining shape features. The first method makes
use of the earlier mentioned Fourier descriptors ( FD's). The second method is based on
calculating moments of a region.
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3.5 Fourier Descriptors
The contour of a region is an unambiguous representation of a 2 dimensional shape. Therefore,
parameters describing the contour are useful to give a measure of shape similarity. To illustrate
the process of determining parameters describing the shape the contour shown Figure 3-7 is
used.
The contour and the sampled contour
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Figure 3-7
A general property of a closed contour is that the curve can be traversed. The waveform when
traversing the shape, shown in Figure 3-7, is a periodic signal with period 2n. The waveform can
be obtained by considering the image plane as a complex plane with a real and an imaginary axis
like: z = x + iy. Traversing the contour will result in a complex, periodic and continuous function
and can be described as:

z(s)

= z(s+ P)

In this notation s is the running arc length and P is the period with which the contour is traversed.
If the contour is sampled with N points as shown in the right hand side picture of Figure 3-7 the
resulting signal is a complex periodic waveform with period N:

zen)

= x(n) + iy(n)

n=O,I, ... N-I

The collection of discreet sample points that describe the contour is called the boundary list. The
waveforms for the complex and imaginary axis belonging to Figure 3-7 is shown in Figure 3-8.
Real-part Con'lOU!'

100
200
SarnpleNr

Imag-part contour

450r-~'-'-~----,

300

Figure 3-8
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Because the waveform is periodic the signal can be represented by its discrete Fourier transform
coefficients Z(k), also called Fourier descriptors:

N-l
Z(k)=~z(n)exp

1

('2
k)
-lN
7rn

('2 k)

zen) = -IZ(k)exp ~
N k=O
N
N-I

Besides the FD coefficients themselves, which describe the shape of a contour, a number of
attributes can be derived using the Fourier coefficients. These are:

1. Area and perimeter:
The area and the perimeter of the contour can be determined by using the following
expressions:
Kmax

Area = n IklZkl2

Perimeter =4n 2

k=-K max

Kmax

Ik21Zk!2
k=-K max

2. Position and translation:
The position of a contour is reflected in the zero-th harmonic only. Zo is the centre of gravity
of the contour. A change of Zo is equivalent to a translation of the contour.

3. Scaling and size:
If the contour is blown up by a factor a, then all FD's are scaled by a factor a. The Fourier
expansion of the first harmonic alone yields a circle with radius I ZI I. This radius can be
used as a measure of size.

4. Rotation:
If a contour is rotated by an angle a all FD descriptors are multiplied by exp(ia).

5.

Change of starting point of contour traversal:
If the starting point of the traversal of a contour is shifted by nO sample points represented
as:

this will result in a modulation of the Fourier descriptors like:

There are a number of important aspects when using Fourier descriptors. The first aspect is that
the direction of traversal of the contour always has to be in the same direction. Using an opposite
traversal direction yields a mirrored amplitude spectrum. Although the parameters ( area,
perimeter etc. ) calculated using the Fourier components are not influenced by a change in
traversal direction, a shape comparison using the Fourier components themselves do require a
normalised traversal direction. In literature a counter-clockwise direction is usually used when
traversing a contour. Using a counter-clockwise direction yields a first harmonic Z(l) which has
the largest amplitude of all harmonics excluding Z(O). If the contour is traversed in clockwise
direction the Z(-1) component will have the largest amplitude.
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The amplitude spectrum of the contour shown in Figure 3-7 is depicted in Figure 3-9. Because
the zero-th harmonic does not possess any shape information this value is removed from the
spectrum. It can be seen that most of the shape information is contained by low frequent
components therefore calculating parameters such as area not all frequency components have to
be used. As can be found in literature [HEI95] provided that the spatial resolution is sufficiently
small, a bandwidth ranging from -Z(20) to Z(20) is sufficient.

Amplitude spectrum
TO

60

so
40

30

Figure 3-9

3.5.1 Normalising the amplitude spectrum
The objective of normalisation is to isolate the information in the Fourier descriptors pertaining
to size position. The frequency spectrum can be used to normalise the starting position at which
the contour is sampled and to normalise the orientation of the contour. However, both properties
are not required for matching purposes. Normalising the orientation of an object is not allowed
because it is necessary to differentiate changes in orientation. In addition the starting point has no
influence on the amplitude spectrum.
To obtain a description of a contour that is purely dependent on its shape, the amplitude spectrum
of a contour has to be normalised on size and position. Normalising the position of the contour is
simply done by setting the zero-th harmonic Zo to zero, because the position of the centre of
gravity of a contour is reflected in the zero-th harmonic only. Normalising the contour size yields
a description only dependent on the shape. The size can be easily normalised by requiring that
the first harmonic Z( I) has unity magnitude. As stated before, tracing a contour in counterclockwise direction the first harmonic will have the largest value (excluding the zero-th
harmonic).
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3.6 Moments
The Fourier descriptions discussed in the previous section are based on the assumptions that a set
of boundary points is available. Sometimes a region may be given in the form of interior points
and, as indicated earlier, one may be interested in finding descriptors which are invariant to
affine transformations ( translation, rotation and zooming). The moment approach is often used
for this purpose. Although in the current application the contours do not possess interior points
the moment approach still is useful as will be explained in this section.
In probability theory, moments are used to characterise probability density functions, e.g.
expectation ( first order moment ), variance, covariance, ( second order moments ). In the
present context, the same definitions are used, but the density function is replaced with a binary,
2-dimensional function with value" 1" used on the contour, and value "0" elsewhere, i.e. a
bitmap. The moments of order p+q of a contour represented by the bitmap bn,m is defined as:
N-I M-I

m",,, -- "'"
L..J "'"
L..Jn I' m"blI,m

ifbnmis a bitmap then

n=O 1/1=0

m",,, =

Lll'lm"
n ,l1lectJllfo/lr

In this expression the nand m are indices representing the position of the sample points of the
contour in the image. The zero-th order moment mo.o represent the number of sample points on
the contour. The first order moments mo,1 and m),O are related to the centre of gravity (x, y) of the
contour:
m lO

X=-'-

mo,o
To make the description independent on position, moments can be calculated with respect to the
centre of gravity. This results in the so-called central moments:
N-I M-I

J1 I),if

="'"
=
L..J ""'(Il-x),I(m-y)"b
L..J
~
n,m
11=0 11/=0

""'(n-x)'I(m-y)"
L..J
ll.mEnJ1llOur

Expressions for the central moments up to the third-order are:
11 n,n

= mn,o = 11

Il l ,n = 110,1 = 0
2
1l2,ll = m 2,o -llx
111,1 = m 1,1 -Il XY
2
11 02 =rna 2 -lly
3m 2,ox + 21lx3
11 2,1 = m 2, I - m 2,oy-2ml,lx+2Ilx2 y
11 1,2 = m l ,2 - m O,2 X - 2m I,S + 21l X/
11 3,0

= m3

,O -

11 0 •3 = m O,3 - 3m o,2Y + 21li
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Second order central moments exhibit a number of interesting properties. These properties are:
1.

Principle axes
The principle axes are two perpendicular axis that determine the orientation of a shape. The
principle axis of a region are spanned by the eigenvectors of the matrix:

112,0
[ Il u

J.ll.l]
11 0,2

The principle moments are the eigenvalues of the matrix:

2. Direction of largest principal moment
The direction of the largest principal moment often specified as the orientation
contour. The orientation is defined as:

e of a

3. Eccentricity of a contour
The eccentricity of a region can be defined as the ratio between the square roots of the two
principle moments. The eccentricity parameter is only dependent on shape, not on size or
orientation. The parameter is defined as:
eccentricity =

Figure 3-10 shows the geometrical interpretation of the second order central moments.

Principal components analysis
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Figure 3·10
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3.6.1 Normalising central moments
).10,0 = mo,o ( which is a
measure of size) can be utilised. These normalised moments are defined by the expression:

In order to make the moments independent of size, the zero-th moment

TJp,q

= f.1oPp,qa
,0

p+q
with: a=--+]
2

From the normalised moments up to order three, seven parameters can be extracted called
moment invariants:

<1>1 = (Tho + 110,2)
,

<1>2 = (112,0 + 110,2)· + 411),1

2

<1>3 = (11),0 + 11 1,2) 2 + (311 2.) - 110,)2
<1>4 = (11).0 + 11 1.2)2 + (110,) + 112,1) 2
<1>5 = (11 ),0 - 311 1,2 )( 11 ),0 + 11 1,2 * 11 ),0 + 11 1,2 ) 2 - 3(110,.1 + 11 2,1) 2) + (311 2,1 - 110,)(11 ),0 + 11 1.2)(3(11 ).0 + 11 1,2 ) 2 - (11 0,.1 + 11 2.1) 2)
<1>6=(11 2."-11,,.2, ((11),0+11 1.2) 2-3(110,)+112.1) 2) +4111,1(11),0+111.2)(110)+112,1)
<1>7
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3.7 Similarity measures between contours of two succeeding images
To distinguish between different shapes, a similarity measure has to be defined. Expressions used
to determine similarity between the attributes introduced in the preceding sections are:
•

Similarity distance D(FD',FD m ) between two images ( image r and image m) using Fourier
coefficients is computed using the Euclidean distance:
MaxConr

D(FD' ,FD

m

L

=

)

n=O

KFD max determines the bandwidth of the amplitude spectrum. Mostly a KFD max of 20 is
sufficient because the main frequency components will be low frequent components. The
c(n) index indicates the parameters of the individual contours present in image rand m.
•

Similarity distance D(M',M m) between two images using moment invariants is defined as:
lHaxCmlt

D(M' ,Mill)

=

L

1l=0

KM max is the number of invariant moments. As defined in section 3.6.1 there are seven
moment invariant parameters. Among these moments invariant their magnitude varies a lot.
Therefore, they need to be normalised before comparison. This normalisation can be done by
determining the largest value of the moment invariant describing the contours of two scenes
that have to be matched, and normalise the moment invariant parameters between 0 and I.
•

The total distance between the position of the centre of gravity between two sets of contours
is defined using the Euclidean distance:
MaxColl1

D(P' - Pill)

=

L (X

,

Xdll) )"
III

C(Il) -

-

+ (y'C(Il)

-

ym)"
C(Il)

1l=0

•

The total distance between the areas of two sets of contours is defined as:
MaXCf)1J

D(A', Am)

="

~

lA'C(Il)

IIl

-

A C(Il)

I

1l=0

•

The total distance between angles of the main principle moments of the contours is defined
as:
MaxCon

D(<t>' ,<t>m)

="

~

I<t>'c(n)' <t>mc(n)

I

n=O

•

The total distance between the eccentricity of the contours is defined as:
MaxCon
m

D(Ecc',Ecc )=

L

IEc«n)-Ecc~n)1

n=O

Which of the parameters defined in the preceding sections is going to be used to describe the
closed contours and to search for correspondence is motivated in chapter O.
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4. Using genetic algorithms to search for
correspondence
In this chapter an introduction into the basics of genetic algorithms is given. As stated earlier,
solving the correspondence problem can be considered as searching for the optimum
combination between features. The genetic algorithm is used to find this optimum combination
of features in a ( possibly very large) discrete search space having many local extremes.
The first part of this chapter describes a comparison of GA's to other traditional optimisation
and search methods. A general introduction into the fundamentals of genetic algorithms is given
in the second part of this chapter. Finally, after having gained more insight in the basics of GA's
a more detailed explanation is given about application of the genetic algorithm to searching for
correspondence.

4.1 What are genetic algorithms?
Genetic algorithms are search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural
genetics. The first step in a genetic algorithm is building an initial set of potential solutions P(t).
This initial set of solutions is consequently evaluated using an error criterion. The best solutions
of the total set of potential solutions are used to continue the search for the global extreme. Using
the best results from the previous generation a new set of solution is constructed. An important
feature of GA's is that the selection and the construction of new populations of solutions are
based on a certain level of randomness. A schematic of the basic structure of an genetic
algorithm is shown in Figure 4-1.
Structure of a Genetic Algorithm

finished

select PCt) from PCt-l)

P(t)=set of potential solutions

Figure 4-1
In other words, genetic algorithms combine survival of the fittest potential solutions. After every
evaluation step a new set of potential solutions is created using bits and pieces of the fittest of the
old. Although randomised, genetic algorithms are no simple random walks. They efficiently
make use of historical information to explore new search points.
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4.2 Genetic algorithms and other optimisation methods
An important property of optimisation and search methods is robustness. Robustness describes
the balance between efficiency and efficacy necessary for finding solutions in many ( different
shaped) search spaces. In general three main types of search methods can be distinguished:
•
•
•

calculus based
enumerative
random

Calculus based methods can be divided into two sub classes: indirect and direct. Indirect methods
seek local extrema by solving the usually non-linear set of equations resulting from setting the
gradient of the objective function equal to zero. On the other hand direct (search) methods seek
local optima by hopping on the functions and moving in a directions related to the local gradient.
This is the so called Hill-Climbing method, find the local best and climb the function in the
steepest permissible direction. Calculus based methods are local in scope, the optima they seek
are the best in a neighbourhood of the current point under 'observation'. In a multi-nodal search
space the chance of finding a local extremum is relatively large. Furthermore calculus based
methods depend upon the existence of derivatives. This can be a severe limitation because search
spaces often are not smooth and therefore derivatives need not exist.
Enumerative based methods try to find extrema simply by looking at function values at every
point in the search space, one at a time. These methods are not robust simply because their lack
of efficiency, for many search spaces are simply too large to search one at the time.
Random search methods can also be subdivided into two types. First there are the so called
random walks and random search schemes that search and save the best most also be discounted
because of the lack of efficiency. On the long run it can be expected that strictly random search
methods do not perform better than enumerative schemes. The second category are the so called
randomised techniques. The genetic algorithm is an example of a search procedure that uses
random choice as a tool to guide a highly exploitative search through a coding of a parameter
space. Another randomised search technique is Simulated Annealing which uses random
processes to help guide its form of search for minimal energy states.
It can be stated that conventional search methods are not robust. This does not imply that they are
not useful. The methods mentioned in various hybrid combinations have been used successfully
in many applications. However, as the more complex problems are attacked, other methods will
be necessary.
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To conclude this section a funny comparison between hill-climbing, simulated annealing and
genetic algorithm techniques is presented as found in [MIC96].

"Notice that in all [hill-climbing] methods discussed so far,
the kangaroo can hope at best to find the top ofa mountain close to where he starts.
There is no guarantee that this mountain will be Everest, or even a very high mountain.
Various methods are used to try to find the actual global optimum.
In simulated annealing, the kangaroo is drunk and hops around randomly for a long time.
However, he gradually sobers up and tends to hop up hill.
In genetic algorithms, there are lots ofkangaroos that are parachuted into the Himalayas
( if the pilot didn't get lost) at random places.
These kangaroos do flOt know that they are supposed to be looking for the top ofMount Everest.
However, every few years, you shoot the kangaroos at low altitudes and hope the ones that
are left will be fruitful and multiply. "

4.3 Genetic algorithms
In this chapter the principle of genetic algorithms will be explained. The explanation will be
generalised to the specific type of problems similar to the correspondence algorithm. The
subjects that will be elaborated deal with the seven basic components of which a genetic
algorithm consists. These components are:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

a genetic representation for potential solutions to the specific problem,
a way to create an initial population of potential solutions,
an evaluation function that returns a measure for the quality of the set of potential solutions,
selection mechanism to generate a new population using the evaluation values,
genetic operators that alter the composition of the best selected potential solutions for
constructing a new set of potential solutions,
condition to terminate the search
determining the best solution

Before these seven issues above will be discussed some attention is given to the specific
language that are common when using genetic algorithms.
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4.3.1 The terminology of Genetic Algorithm
When using genetic algorithms a number of specific words are used often. The most important
ones will be briefly introduced in this section. They are:

•

Population:
The population is the set of potential solutions that have to be evaluated.

•

Population size ( PopSize ):
The population size is the number of potential solutions making up the population.

•

Chromosome:
Chromosomes are the individual potential solutions out of a population.

•

Gene:
Smallest element of chromosome.

•

Fitness:
During the evaluation process of a population, a quality number has to be assigned to each
chromosome. This quality number is called the fitness of a chromosome.

•

Crossover:
Crossover is the collective noun for various types of operations that construct new
chromosomes using bits and pieces of two reference chromosomes.

•

Mutation:
Mutation is the collective noun for operations that operates on a single specific chromosome.

•

Genetic operators:
The expression Genetic operators are the common noun for operators that alter the
population. Examples of genetic operators are the aforementioned mutation and cross over
operations.

4.3.2 Recapitulating the search goal
Before explaining the fundamentals of genetic algorithm this section gives a very brief
recapitulation regarding the task the genetic algorithm has to perform. In its most simple
formulation the genetic algorithm has to search for pairs of contours that have very similar
geometric properties. This is illustrated by Figure 4-2.

Contours image i

Contours image i+ 1

0<D~[J
~ <I]
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Figure 4-2

This figure shows the contours present in two successive images. The output of the
correspondence algorithm should be the follow pairs of contours { (0,3), (l, I), (2,0), (3,2) }.
How the genetic algorithm searches for pairs of similar contours in discusses in the rest of this
chapter.
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4.3.3 Genetic representation of the matching problem
As already mentioned, genetic algorithms do not use the function to be optimised itself but a
representation of the problem. What kind of representation has to be used to search for
correspondence? The answer to this question can only be given after analysing the sort of
optimisation that has to be performed. The problem to be solved is to search for a combination
between the contours of two successive images yielding the smallest distance value.
The contour can be represented by using its index number. The contours are numbered as:

Contour index

= 0 .. (Number of contours in the current image.)-l

All contours present in an image can be represented by storing their index numbers in an array
called a chromosome. A single element of this chromosome ( the contour index) is called a gene.
The attributes specifying the specific contours are available in a database. As a trivial example an
chromosome representing 6 contours is shown in Figure 4-3. This figure also illustrates the data
associated to various contours.
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Figure 4-3
Using this representation Figure 4-2 is converted to the scheme shown in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4

In this figure the chromosomes of two succeeding images are filled with the index numbers of the
contours present in the image under consideration. The index number is associated with the
attributes describing the contours.
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While searching for correspondence between the features of two consecutive images, both
images need not have an equal number of contours. Either the reference chromosome or the
chromosome that is to be matched, to that reference chromosome, can have the longest length.
For the algorithm it is the most convenient if both chromosomes have identical length. Therefore,
the chromosome with the shortest length is resized to the length of the longest chromosome. In
other words:
Chromosome length

= Max (length( reference chromosome),length( match chromosome) }

By doing so, one or more positions in the shortest chromosome will be empty. To ensure that the
algorithm can recognise that there are entries in the chromosome that can not be evaluated,
empty places are "padded" or filled with -I signs.
While searching for correspondence between two succeeding images out of an image sequence
the length of the chromosomes are continuously adapted.

4.3.4 Creating an initial population
The first step after starting a genetic algorithm is the generation of an initial population. This
population is a set of chromosomes each of which represents a potential solution. Generating an
initial population is quite simple. Each chromosome is generated by filling the entries by
randomly selecting an index number between 0 and MaxCont-l. Of course every index number
in the chromosome must be unique. This is illustrated by Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5

Figure 4-5 shows an example of a population. The reference chromosome contains the contours
available in image i while the population contains chromosomes available in image i+ 1
The number of chromosomes contained within this initial populations equals the population size
( PopSize ) parameter. The size of the population is a very important parameters. If the
population is too small, the genetic algorithm may converge too quickly. On the other hand, if the
population is too large, the genetic algorithm may waste computational resources: the waiting
time for an improvement might be too long. Based on experiments, a population size of twice the
length of the chromosome showed to be a good choice.
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4.3.5 Evaluating a match
After building a new population the solutions, consisting of a set of chromosomes, a quality
number has to be assigned to each member of the population. Only at this stage of the genetic
algorithm the attributes describing the shape of the contours are accessed. For each chromosome
in the population a distance value is calculated. For genetic algorithms in general this "quality
value" is called a fitness value.
The distance between two chromosomes is calculated using one of the distance criteria
described in chapter 3.7. Which distance measure is going to be used to search for
correspondence is determined in chapter O. However, at this stage the formula used to calculate
the distance value is irrelevant because it does not influence the principle of the genetic
algorithm. A general expression of the calculation of a fitness value is:
MaxToken

fitness(i)

=

with

Ld(Ref(n)-Chromoj(n))

i = 0... PopSize-l

n=O

The fitness value is a quality measure for the search results. In this expression Ref(n) is the n-th
elements ( n-th gene) of the reference chromosome. Chromo;(n) is the n-th gene of chromosome
number i out of the population.
In general the fitness refers to an error value that represents the "quality" of a solution. However,
a high fitness value does not necessarily have to mean that the possible match is of good quality.
Depending on the type of function to be optimised, a low fitness value can also be a chromosome
of "good quality". Figure 4-6 illustrates a possible evaluation result using a population of size 4.
Each chromosome represents 6 contours present in a scene. In this figure the fitness of
chromosome 0 to 3 is assumed to be 3, 20, 10 and 2.
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Figure 4-6

In genetic algorithms the total fitness is a measure of the fitness of the entire population, it is
defined as:
PopSize-1

Total fitness =

L fitness(i)

for

i = 0.. PopSize - 1

i=O

The value of the total fitness is used to generate a new population, as will be explained in the
next section.
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4.3.6 Generating a new population
After having determined the fitness values of the population, the next step is to construct a new
population. This new population is build from the fittest of the chromosomes of the previous
population. Which chromosomes are re-selected depends on the fitness value of the individual
chromosomes and it also depends on a certain randomness. The selection process of the
chromosomes is determined by using a "roulette wheel".

4.3.6.1 Re-selection
The number of segments of this wheel equals the population size. The size of a segments is
determined by the fitness of the chromosome representing that segment. The size of a segment is
a measure for the chance of re-selection, the better the solution the larger the segment size. In
general the relative size of a segment on the roulette wheel is determined by:

size segment(i) =

fitness(i)
Total fitness

i = 0.... PopSize - I

for

In the matching application a low fitness number indicates a "good" match because it is searched
for a minimum. Therefore the term (total) weakness is introduced. The lower the value for the
weakness the better the potential match is. To this end the fitness values are re-scaled using:

weakness(i) =

I
fitness(i) )
( Total fitness

i = 0.. PopSize-1

for

The total weakness is defined as:
PopSize-1

Total weakness =

I. weakness(i)

for

i = O.. PopSize-1

i=O

The relative size of the segments is defined as:

size segment(i) =

illness(i)
Total weakness

for

i = O.... PopSize-1
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To illustrate the principle of selecting a new population, the example from chapter 4.3.5 is
continued. Figure 4-7 shows an extended version of Figure 4-6. In Figure 4-7 the fitness values
are recalculated to weakness values. Furthermore the probability of re-selection p( i ) for
chromosome i in the population is shown.
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The cumulative probabilities q( i ) for each chromosome in the population ( i =

°..

3 ) equal:

q(O) = 0,34
q(l) = 0,39
q(2) = 0,5
q(3) = 1,0
Now the roulette wheel is spinned PopSize times, each time a single chromosome is selected for
the new population. In the example of Figure 4-7 the population size equals 4. Continuing this
example, each time the wheel is spinned a random number R n in the range from [0.. 1] is
generated.
Depending on which expression is valid chromosome i is re-selected if:

:::;

q (i)

:::;

q(i)

for
for

°

i=
i = 1. ... PopSize - I

, n = 0.. PopSize - I

Suppose that the following random values are generated: R,=0.513, R 2=0.175, R 3=0.309,
R 4=0.534. Rl lies in the interval between q(2) and q(3) therefore chromosome number 3 is
re-selected, R2 < q(O) therefore chromosome number is re-selected,

°

By continuing this process the new set of chromosomes consist of the best of the previous
population. The original population consisted of chromosomes (0,1,2,3) the new population
holds chromosome (3,0,0,3). It is clearly to be seen that these newly selected chromosomes are
the best solutions found during the latest evaluation.
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4.3.6.2 Genetic operators
After building a new population, by selecting the best solutions in the population, new potential
solutions are generated by using bits and pieces of new population. Some members of the
population undergo alterations by means of so called crossover and mutation operations. The
goal of these operators is to generate better solutions by combining the best solutions of the
previous population. This section describes the crossover and mutation operations.

4.3.6.2.1 Crossover operator
Crossover combines the properties of two parent chromosomes to form two similar offspring by
swapping components between parents. Which chromosomes out of the newly generated
population are selected for crossover is determined by randomness. Each chromosome has a
chance of Pc to be selected as a crossover candidate. The value used for the crossover probability
Pc = 0.25 so it is to be expected that 25 percent of the chromosomes undergo crossover. If the
number of selected chromosomes is odd one chromosome has to be removed or a chromosome
has to be added, again this choice is made randomly.
Suppose that the chance for selecting a chromosome is Pc(n) with n the chromosome number.
After generating a random number R n with range [0.. 1], chromosome n is selected for crossover
if the following expression is valid:

for

n = 0.. PopSize - 1

For example if the parents ( the crossover candidates) are represented by five-dimensional
vectors ( a l,b l,c I,d 1,e I ) and (a2,b2,c2,d2,e2), then after crossing the chromosomes the second
gene ( c1 and c2) would produce the offspring (al,bl,c2,d2,e2) and (a2,b2,c1,dl,el). The idea
behind crossover operator is information exchange between different potential solutions.
A number of crossover operations are defined for problems similar to the correspondence
problem. These are: order (OX), cycle (CX) and partially mapped (PMX).
The OX operator preserves the order in which the contour numbers are stored in the chromosome
but it does not preserve the position. The CX operator preserves the relative order of the parent.
Again this operator does not preserve position. However, for the correspondence problem it is
important that position is preserved. The PMX operator is such an operator. PMX preserves as
many as possible contours from the other parents. For this reason the PMX operator is applied to
manipulate the population.
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The PMX operator builds offspring by choosing a sub-sequence of a chromosome from one
parent and preserving the order and position of as many contours as possible from the other
parent. A sub-sequence of contours is selected by choosing two random cut points, which serve
as boundaries for swapping operations. For example, the two parents
( with cut points marked by I ) are:

= (0
p2 = (3
pI

1 2

345 6

7 8)

4

o

8 2)

1

7

6 5

and

would produce the offspring in the following way. First, the segments between cut points are
swapped (the symbol 'x' can be interpreted as "at present unknown" ):

01 = (x

x x
02 = (x x x

o

7

3 4

6

5 I x

5 6 I x

x)
x)

and

This swap defines also a series of mappings:

o f-7 3,

7 f-7 4, 6 f-7 5, 5 f-7 6

Then the further index numbers can be filled ( from the original parents ), for which there is no
confl ict:

(x
02 = (x
01 =

2
x

1

o
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3 4

I x

8)

5 6 I x

2)

6

5

and

Finally, the first 'x' in the offspring 01 ( which should be 0, but there was a conflict) is replaced
by 3, because of the mapping 0 f-7 3. Similarly, the second x in the offspring is replaced by 4,
and both x's in the offspring 02 are 0 and 7. The resulting offspring are:

01=(312

o

02 = (0 7

3 4 5 6

1

7 6 5

4

8)

and

8 2)

4.3.6.2.2 Mutation operator
The mutation operator arbitrarily swaps one or more genes in a chromosome. Swapping genes
results in swapping two contour index numbers within a chromosome itself. Again the chance of
swapping a chromosome depends on randomness. The probability of mutation is defined by the
parameter Pm. The probability of mutation used for determining correspondence equals 0.025.
The philosophy behind mutation is the to introduce extra variability into the population.
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4.3.7 Terminating a search
The termination condition has to determine when the optimum solution has been found. The
simplest termination condition would check the current generation number. If the total number of
generations exceeds a predefined constant the search is terminated. However, this termination
condition assumes that the user has some knowledge on the characteristic of the function, which
influences the length of the search.
In many instances it is quite difficult to claim that the total number of generations ( or function
evaluations) should be a certain number. It would be better if the algorithm terminates the search
when the chance for an improvement is relatively slim. A termination condition often used when
optimising functions is to end the search when during a certain number of generations there are
no improvements. The maximum number of generations is still limited to a constant number.
Assuming that:
• n is the total number of new generation ( number of iterations ),
• i is the number of function evaluations without improvement,
• Maxlteration is a constant number limiting the maximum number of iterations,
• Nolmprovements is a constant number determining the maximum allowable number of
iterations without improvement before termination of the search.
A search is terminated if at least one of the following equations is fulfilled:

n > Maxlterations

for

i > Nolmprovements

for

= 0,1,2 ..
i = 0,1,2 .
n

4.3.8 Storing the best solution
A characteristic of genetic algorithms is that it is possible that in earlier generations the weakness
values of some chromosomes can be better compared to the weakness of the best chromosomes
when the termination conditions are met. It is customary ( in genetic algorithm implementations)
to store the "best ever" chromosome at a separate location. In that way the algorithm would
report the best value found during the whole process, as opposed to the best value in the final
population.
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4.3.9 Building a feature trajectory
A trajectory can best be described as a list of corresponding features, which is the output after
completion of the correspondence algorithm. Under ideal circumstances the trajectory of an
image sequence of n images, each containing m features, will consist of a total of m trajectories
each length n. However, these ideal circumstances are almost not to be found in realistic scenes.
Figure 4-8 illustrates how a trajectory could look like. This example shows the features:
cl, c2, c3, c4 and c5 present in the image sequence.
Trajectories of contours
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Figure 4-8

When referring to the definition of the correspondence problem it is searched for as many as
possible complete trajectories. Implementing this definition means that when ( still under ideal
circumstances) two succeeding images do not have an identical number of features, either a new
trajectory is started or a trajectory is ended. This situation is illustrated in Figure 4-8 by a new
contour (c5) in image number 3.
Furthermore, not all pairs of contours which are found after completing the matching stage have
to be projections of the same contour. If it can be determined that two features are not valid then
the current trajectory is ended and a new trajectory is started. This situation is also shown in the
Figure 4-8. Contour c 1 present in image 1 does not correspond to and contour c4 present in
image number 2. Therefore, trajectory c 1 is ended and a new trajectory for contour c4 is started.
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4.4 Convergence behaviour of a genetic algorithm
In this section it is analysed how a genetic algorithm behaves when searching for an optimal
combination of pairs of features. As an example a sequence of 35 numbers is "matched" to
another number sequence having identical length. This example is similar to searching for
correspondence.
0,2,4,6,
2,4,6,8,

Sequence I ( I[ ) has numbers defined as:
Sequence 2 ( Iz ) has numbers defined as:

,66,68.
68,70.

The pairs of numbers ( 1[(n),12(n) ) that result in a minimum distance between both sequences are
(0,2), (2,4) ...(68,70). The distance value used to indicate the weakness is a simple squared value
of the difference between two numbers. Thus, the distance value indicating the optimum
combination of numbers equals 35-22 = 140.
Figure 4-9 shows the convergence behaviour of the algorithm. The optimisation process is
executed four times. The curves show the value of the best chromosome ( the potential solution)
after every new generation.
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Figure 4-9
This figure clearly shows the random nature of the algorithm. Every time the algorithm is
restarted (with a random starting configuration) the convergence has a different pattern.
Figure 4-9 also shows that the number of iterations necessary before the final value is found is
different with every run. Especially the curve of BestValuel takes a long time to converge
compared to the other three runs.
It can be seen that the optimum value is found quickly. When having to evaluate every single
combination of numbers the algorithm would have to evaluate 35! ( =10E39 ) possibilities. In the
example it takes the genetic algorithm a maximum of approximately 1000 new generations.
When the population consists of 100 chromosomes this would be equivalent to a maximum of
IOE4 iterations.
This example clearly shows that the reliability of finding a global extreme is dependent on the
number of iterations the algorithm is allowed to make. The more iterations are allowed the larger
the chance to find the global extreme.
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5. Contour parameter sensitivity to 3D motion
It is searched for correspondence by comparing the various attributes describing the contours, as
described in section 3.4, describing the contours. Recapitulating, parameters available to
characterise the contours are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Angle of main principle moment
Area of contour
Shape described by Fourier descriptors
Shape described by Moments
Position of centre of gravity of the contour, also referred to as the position of the contour
Eccentricity of the region

The most important property of these parameters is sensitivity. As mentioned earlier, the
expression sensitivity refers to the way the attributes, describing the contour, alter when the
shape of the contours is changed. A limited change in shape should lead to a limited change of
attribute values otherwise it will not be possible to determine a match using that particular
parameter. On the other hand, parameters do have to change when the shape in altered otherwise
it is impossible to make distinction between different shapes present in images.
Not all parameters mentioned above will possess the same sensitivity. The behaviour of the
various parameters have to be examined. To this end a series of two successive images
undergoing different types of motion are matched using the genetic algorithm.
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5.1 Test scenes and test conditions
The sensitivity of the various parameters is evaluated by matching two images representing
different sorts of motion. Two different types of tests are carried out:
•
•

( case 1,2,3 and 4 )
( case 5,6)

Ideal situation: No missing lines
Non ideal situation: Missing lines.

In the ideal situation 3 different sensitivity properties are examined, these properties are the
ability of the matching algorithm to determine a match under influence of rotation, translation
and scaling. In the second set of tests, the sensitivity of the parameters is examined when the
number of closed contours between two scenes is not equal and thereby simulating a non ideal
line extraction situation.
Besides the match results itself, for each test situation the value of the average distance and its
standard deviation are listed for the moments and position results. The match results itself are
presented in the appendix (appendix 3). In the next chapter the results are being evaluated.
The conditions on which these tests are executed are:
• The contours are uniformly sampled with 265 points
• The FD descriptors use a bandwidth of Z(-32) trough Z(32)
• Test images originate from the available myfnXX and 2soXX image sequences.
The scenes used to evaluate the attribute sensitivity are shown in the figures below.
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5.2 Conclusions on parameter sensitivity
The first conclusion that can be drawn from these experiments is that the Eccentricity parameter
has worse sensitivity properties and therefore unsuitable to determine correspondence. Matching
results using the Area parameter are also very poor. Both the Fourier Descriptors and the
Moment parameters describe the shape of the contours. Under influence of rotation Moment
parameters behave better sensitivity properties compared to the FD's. However, when analysing
the situation where an external line segment is missing the moments perform better as do all the
other parameters.
The Angle parameters performs relatively well, but under rotation the performance deteriorates
quickly. Finally the Position parameter, this parameters has the best performance of them all. In 5
out of 5 cases the correct match is determined. Matching performance if the number of contours
are not identical in both scenes are good, the lost contours are correctly matched against a '-1' .
However a good criterion for detecting the non-valid match due to the disappearance of for
example an 'internal' line has to be used, this is discussed in the next section.

Table 5-1: Summarisation of test results

Angle
Area
FD's
Moments
Position
Eccentricity

small
rotation
++

large
rotation
--

-

--

++
++
++

+
++

-

-

translation

scaling

external
line missing

++
++
++
++
++
++

++

++
+
++

--

++
++
++

--

++
+

internal
line missing
0
++
++
++
++

-

5.3 Parameters to determine correspondence
To determine which parameters are suited to establish correspondence it is important to relate the
testing results shown in the previous with the nature of the image sequences to be matched. Due
to the nature of the "structure-from-motion" the most important motion of the scene will be
rotation. Hence, the parameters selected to determine correspondence must perform good under
rotation.
The only parameter performing well on both 3D motion under ideal and non ideal circumstances
is the Position parameter. In the test cases the Fourier descriptors give the second best
performance. However, the Moment parameters perform better on rotation compared to the
Fourier parameters. For this reason the Moment parameters are preferred above the Fourier
descriptors. The remaining parameters ( Area, Angle and Eccentricity) do not have a consistent
performance when the scenes are influenced by 3-dimensional motions.
It can be concluded that the parameters best suited for determining a match are the
• Position parameters,
• Moment parameters
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6. Determining correspondence
When searching for a reliable trajectory of corresponding features, it is important to be able to
distinguish between valid and none valid matches. This is important because the criterion used to
determine correspondence, initially assumes that corresponding pairs of features can be found by
minimising a distance function. However, as mentioned in section 2.1 this criterion does not
always hold because conditions are not always ideal, and a minimum distance between features
does not always give the correct results.
To determine a reliable match some information redundancy is required. As was concluded in the
preceding chapter, the moment and position parameters showed to be the most reliable. To create
this information redundancy both parameters are used separately to determine correspondence.
The result of this approach is that after matching contours of two succeeding images the
algorithm returns two sets of solutions, one using the moments and the other using the position of
the centre of gravity of the contours. This is shown in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1

The first part of this chapter elaborates on how a reliable match can be determined using both
results. Next a method is introduced for deciding if a match is valid or not. This approach is
tested on different image sequences and ways to improve results are discussed. The last section
shows the final evaluation scheme to determine correspondence.
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6.1 Scheme to determine the final match between two images
What kind of decision function should be used to establish a final match using both match
results? If the match results of both parameters are identical determining the corresponding pairs
of contours is trivial. However, when results are different ( as shown in Figure 6-1 ) determining
the final match becomes more complicated.
Depending on match results using moment and the position of the centre of gravity of the contour
the following decision rules are implemented:

When matching results are equal:
• A match is rejected if both results are outside an acceptance bound,
• A match is accepted if at least one of the results is within an acceptance bound,
When matching results are not equal:
• The position information is considered to be the most reliable,
• However, depending on position alone can lead to an incorrect match because the position of
the centre of gravity of a contour is in not linked to its shape. Therefore shape similarity still
has to be accounted for to ensure reliability.
• To included shape information, correspondence found by the position parameter is validated
using the moment parameters which describing the shape. Does the match show to be within
acceptance boundaries ( using the moment parameters) then correspondence based on
position results is accepted otherwise the match is rejected.
By using this set of rules it is attempted to determine a complete set of corresponding features
between two succeeding images while non valid correspondences can be detected. Figure 6-2
shows an example of implementing this scheme.

Determining Final match using two results
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Figure 6-2
The "-" sign in the final match shown in Figure 6-2 indicates that the match is considered as non
valid. If a results is outside some acceptance bound then this is indicated by a "*,, sign. The
definition of these acceptance bounds is outlined in the next section.
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6.2 Defining acceptance bounds
When correspondence between two succeeding images has been determined, it has to be checked
if the solutions found are valid. A approach to detect non valid matches is to check if the distance
between corresponding features is far larger than the average distance. To determine a bound, the
average and standard deviation of distances between corresponding pairs ( which belongs to two
successive images) of contours is calculated. The average distance D is defined as:

-

1

D= E(D) = - - NrOfCont

NrOJC"nt-l

Ld(CorrespondingPair(n,n»)
n=O

In this expression the d represents the distance between a pair of contours. The standard
deviation is defined as:

The match is rejected if the distance between two corresponding pairs of features is beyond the
limits imposed by the average error and the standard deviation. A pair of corresponding features
is rejected if:

D-C5J

< d(Corresponding(n») < D+C5d

with

n = O.. MaxCont-1

An average distance and a standard deviation is calculated for both results obtained by using the
moments and for the results obtained by the position of the contour. In this way it is possible to
evaluate the result obtained using both parameters separately.
For each of the test cases discussed in chapter 0 an additional table is available showing the
average and standard deviation of the distance between the contours using moments and position
parameters ( see appendix I ). To evaluate if the distance value is within the restriction bounds
the distance between features for moments and positions are shown. If a corresponding pair of
contours is out of bounds the distance value is marked by a "*".
When referring to the various test cases that include rotation it is clearly to be seen that due to
the nature of the 3-D scenes the position deviation of contours in the "far-end" of the scene is
small while the position of contours close to the camera have large displacements. Generally only
contours "in the middle" of the 3-D scene are within the restriction bound.
When using this boundary a large percentage of corresponding contours can be rejected
wrongfully because the largest distance values will always lie outside the acceptance borders. It
can be concluded that using this boundary the possibility of a complete trajectory is very slim.
The next sections discusses an approach to detect non valid correspondences.
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6.3 Expanding the acceptance boundaries
The basic problem when using the match-acceptance boundaries, defined by the average and
standard deviation of the distance between features, is that corresponding features are rejected
wrongfully. This is caused by contours which move at different speeds in successive images.
Generally contours close to the camera move faster than average and therefore the spatial
displacement between the centre of gravity of corresponding contours is will be larger than
average. For contours far away from the recording camera, the spatial displacements between the
centres of gravity is generally smaller than average.
This is illustrated by Figure 6-3. In this figure the dots represent the centre of gravity's of the
contours. It is clearly to be seen that the front plane and the L-shaped side plane have large
spatial displacements compared to the remaining planes.

myfnOO.ldr
myfnOl.ldr
• centre of gravity of the contour

Figure 6-3
Because of these large differences in spatial displacement the normal boundary defined in the
previous section is too small an obvious solution is to relax the acceptance boundaries by a
percentage of 50%. It is assumed that falsely matched contours have a sufficient large positional
displacement causing the distance value still to be outside the acceptance boundary. Using this
altered boundary a corresponding pair of features is accepted if:

D -l.5cr"

< d(Corresponding (n))

< D + l.5cr"

with

n = O.. MaxCont-1

To evaluate the quality of the match-decision-function ( as defined in section 6.1 ) and to
compare the matching results using the normal and the relaxed acceptance boundaries, the
trajectory of two different image sequences is determined. Table 6-1 and Table 6-2 show the
final results as returned by the algorithm. The parameters used to judge the quality of the match
results are false matches and cuts in trajectory.
The false matches parameter reflects the number of falsely matched contours out of the total
number of available trajectories. When a match is wrongfully rejected this is not listed as an false
match. The number of rejections in a trajectory is reflected by the cuts in trajectory parameter.
When a correctly matched trajectory has no false corresponding features but the trajectory is
broken into two parts ( due to wrongful rejection) the false matching equals 0 / (Number of
contours) and cuts in trajectory equals 1.
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The first image sequence is the s20XX sequence. This sequence is made up of 10 images. Figure
6-4 shows the movement of this images sequence by depicting the first, middle and last image.
The complete image sequence, together with the corresponding contour numbers, is shown in
appendix 3.

Image sequence s20XX

: I
:I

s2000.ldr
s2005.ldr
s2009.ldr

Figure 6-4

Matching results after determining correspondence using the s2oXX.ldr image sequence are:

Table 6-1
Image Sequence s2oXX.ldr
Contour number:
0
1
2
3
4
5

false matches
relaxed
original
boundary
boundary
0110
0110
0110
0110
0110
0110
0/10
0/10
0/10
0110
0110
0110

cuts in trajectory
original
relaxed
boundary
boundary
1
5
0
5
3
0
0
0
0
8
0
0

It is shown that by relaxing the acceptance boundaries the performance of the algorithm is
improved considerably. The total number of cuts in the trajectory is reduced to one. However,
this image sequence is quite simple because the amount of rotation ( the main raison of the
wrongful rejections) is limited and the scene does not contain any defects.
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To assess matching results using a more complicated scene, the myfnXX image sequence is used.
This scene consists of 20 images undergoing a more complex motion. The complete image
sequence, together with the corresponding contour numbers, is shown in appendix 2. Figure 6-5
illustrates a few images to illustrate the motion the object is making in consecutive images.

Image sequence myfnXX
myfnOO.Idr
myfn05.ldr ----+
myfnlO.Idr

myfnlO.ldr
+ - . . .. myfn15.Idr
myfn1 9.Idr
Figure 6-5
In addition, in a few images of this image sequence one contour is extracted incorrectly and is
even lost during a three successive frames. A cut in a trajectory caused by rejecting a non match
is indicated by a "*". The matching results are shown in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2
Image Sequence myfnXX.ldr
Contour number:
0
I
2
3
4

false matches
original
relaxed
boundary
boundary
0120
0/20
0/20
0/20

0120

0120

0/20
0/20

0/20

0120

cuts in trajectory
original
relaxed
boundary
boundary
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
4*
5*

From both trajectories determined by the algorithm it can be concluded that the number of
incorrect rejections is reduced considerably. This decision function correctly detected the non
valid contour and a new sequence is started causing two cuts in the trajectory. One cut when a
non valid match is encountered and a second cut because there is no feature corresponding to the
corresponding feature in the next image.
After relaxing the acceptance region the trajectories still are not complete, correct matches are
still wrongfully rejected due to the large spatial displacements. Especially side plane identified
by contour 4 ( see Table 6-2 ) undergoes displacements larger that average. Further relaxation of
the acceptance region is not permissible because this would increase the possibility of accepting
an incorrect match.
A way to account for the speed differences in which the contours move is to predict the trajectory
the contour is travelling. This is discussed in the next section.
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6.4 Predicting the position of the centre of gravity
It was shown that determining correspondence using the position of the contour ( without
predictions) was quite reliable. However, for evaluation purposes the spatial differences between
images showed to be to large.
One of the restrictions imposed on the way the image sequence is recorded was that the camera
motion had to be smooth. This smoothness can be used to predict the position the centre of
gravity of the contour ( obtained by using the Fourier descriptors) in the next image. By using
this method it is attempted to reduce speed differences between contours and thereby prevent
wrongful rejections.
It would also be possible to use predictions on the position parameters during the matching stage
itself. However, when motion is not smooth the distance between predicted and actual position
can be even larger then without using prediction. For this reason it is decided not to use
prediction for the matching step itself but only for evaluation purposes.
Figure 6-6 shows the path of contour number 4 from the myfn image sequence. This contour has
large positional displacements that caused multiple wrongful rejections.
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Figure 6-6
Figure 6-6 shows the motion of the x and the y co-ordinates separately move in a relatively
smooth path. Therefore predicting the x and y co-ordinates can be beneficial.
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6.4.1 Predicting the centre of gravity of a contour using a Kalman filter
Kalman filtering is technique that enables linear estimation to quantities that vary dynamically
with time. It estimates a time-varying state vector Xl from noisy measurements VI . It is a
recursive estimation scheme designed to match the dynamic system model and reality, given the
uncertainty of the system dynamics and measurements. For predicting the centre of gravity of the
contour a separate Kalman filter for the x- and the y position is implemented.
The state vector

(xc, xc' xc' y c' Yc' yJ describes the state of centre of gravity of a contour. The

discussion will be restricted to a state vector of dimension three, which can be extrapolated into a
state vector of arbitrary dimension. If the sample time is ~t and a constant acceleration is
assumed then motion is described by the following equations:
I

= x r +~t·xr +2~t2 ·xr +c;r[l]
= x r + ~t . xr + c;r [2]
= xr + c; [3]

x r+ 6r
x r+ 6r

xr+6r
In these equations the

c; reflects the deviation of this model from reality. c; is assumed to be

Gaussian distributed with zero mean and covarance Qt.
Using these equation the system dynamics can be modelled as:

In this equation Xl+ 1 is the prediction of state vector Xl . The state vector Xl is defined as

(xc,xc' xJ .The constant matrix

<I> Hl.r is called the state transition matrix. This constant is the

matrix equivalent of equations x,y.
The transition matrix <I> HI.r is defined as:

<I> Hl.r

= <I> 6r =

I

~t

(~t)2
--

0

I

~t

0

0

2

The state vector Xl represents the current state of the variable associated with it. To determine
the position information that has to be predicted a so called measurement model is used. This
model is defined as:

VI is a vector of measurements with an uncertainty, 111 assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian noise

sequence of covariance R l . The only parameters of the contour that can be measured is the
position, velocity and acceleration are not available. The covariance matrix R l expresses the
position uncertainty of the predicted position.
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The matrix C t is defined to "filter out" the position information. C t is defined as:

C,

=

I 0 OJ

0 0 0
000

[

It is assumed that there is no correlation between the system and measurement noise sequences ~t
and Th. With the system and measurement models, the Kalman filter ( as defined in [JAZ70] ) is
used to predict the position of both the x and the y co-ordinate of the contour, and to update the
kinematics model i.e. updating the state vector Vt.

1. t=O, Initialisation:
Initialise the position and covariance matrix of the state vector at t=O:
POlO

= Var[ x o ]

When a contour appears for the first time in the image sequence, the initial state is initialised
only by using the actual position. Information about velocity and acceleration is not known.
Therefore these parameters are set to zero. The state covariance matrix P is initialised with an
arbitrary number on the diagonal elements, and the off-diagonal ones to zero, to reflect that the
kinematics of the contours are unknown.

2. t=1,2... Predict and update:
•

Estimate the new state vector:
A

A

Xt+1,r

•

= <1>'+1" . X,.,

Compute the covariance prediction of the state vector:
Pt+1,T

= <I> t+1,r . p," . <I> t+1,' T + Q,

After predicting of the state vector and its covariance matrix, the next image will be next set
of measurements will be processes. The time instant t+ I in the current image becomes t in
the next image.
•

Predict the measurement vector:
A

V,
•

A

= C, . X,II-I

When a match is found, the Kalman gain matrix K t is computed. This matrix indicates how
much to weight each new measurement:

K, = p'1J-I . C, T(C, . P,IT-I C, T+ R, )-1
•

Update the estimate the state vector:

X,II
•

= X,II-I +K,(V, -C,X'I'_I)

Use the Kalman gain to update the covariance matrix of the state vector:

P'I, = (I - K, C, )P'IT-I
It should be noticed that for the estimation of the position the only required variable is the
Kalman gain. This gain can be calculated off-line because it is independent of the measurements.
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6.5 Match results using prediction during evaluation
This section shows the matching results using the predicted values of the contour position during
the evaluation stage. Figure 6-7 shows the original and predicted path of the contour number of
image sequence myfn.
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Figure 6-7
To evaluate the matching results after implementing prediction the same two image sequences
(2soXX and myfnXX ) as used in section 6.3 being matched. Table 6-3 shows the matching
resu Its after determining correspondence of image sequence s20XX.

Table 6-3
Image Sequence s20XX.ldr
Contour number:
0
I
2
3
4
5

false matches
relaxed
prediction +
boundary
relaxed boundary
0/10
0/10
0/10
0/10
0/10
0/10
0/10
0/10
0/10
0/10
0/10
0/10

cuts in trajectory
relaxed
prediction +
boundary
relaxed boundary
I
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

For this image sequence there are no further improvements compared to using only the relaxed
boundaries. The results of matching image sequence myfnXX, using the prediction is shown in
Table 6-4.

Table 6-4

~e Sequence myfnXX.ldr
Contour number:
0
I
2
3
4

false matches
relaxed
prediction +
boundary
relaxed boundary
0/20
0/20
0/20
0/20
0120
0/20
0120
0/20
0/20
0/20

cuts in trajectory
relaxed
prediction +
boundary
relaxed boundary
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2*
4*

Using the predicted values for the image sequence myfnXX improves the results. Further
improvement is not possible because of the invalid extracted contour in the scene.
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6.6 Scheme to determine the final match
In this chapter a recapitulation is given about the evaluation scheme that has been developed so
far. As can be concluded from the previous sections the proposed approach to determine the final
match gives good results. The schematic of the decision function is shown in Figure 6-8.
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Figure 6-8
Input data to the decision function are the matching results using the moment and the position of
the contour parameters. The next step is to determine if found results are valid. This is done by
verifying if the distance between attributes describing a pair of contours is outside the acceptance
boundary as defined in section 6.3. If the is larger then average the match is considered not
valid. Depending on the matching results of both parameters two basic situations can be
distinguished.
If results are identical:
When both matching results are identical the match between two contours is only rejected if the
distance value is out of bounds for both variables ( moments and position) which indicates a non
valid match. Otherwise the corresponding pair is accepted.
If results are not identical:
When both the solutions are not equal, the emphasis is put on results determined by the position
parameters because tests showed that the position parameters showed in the limited test cases to
be the most reliable. However, shape is still very important especially for detecting non valid
matches. To this end, match results obtained by the position information is validated by using the
moment data ( i.e. shape information ). In this way the shape of the contour is still accounted for.
When after valuation the distance of the specific corresponding pair of features is within bounds
the match is accepted, otherwise it is rejected.
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7. Testing the correspondence algorithm
In the preceding chapters an approach was developed to determine correspondence between
succeeding images using closed contours. The approach was based on test results using relatively
simple scenes. In this chapter the performance of the correspondence algorithm is evaluated
using a more complex scene. The image sequence that is used (c30XX sequence) consists of 10
successive images. The layout of the scene is illustrated by Figure 7-1 which shows the first and
the fourth image. The complete image sequence ( including the numbers of the extracted
contours) can be found in appendix 4.

-c3000.ldr
.... c3003.ldr
Figure 7-1

This image sequence includes the following difficulties:
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Limited occlusion. The objects in the scene are positioned relatively close to each other.
While moving the camera around the scene an object can move in front of another object.
Disappearance of contour. Due to rotation of the scene one side plane gets out of sight.
Identical shaped objects. All objects in the scene are cubic. This results in a set of similar
side planes belonging to different objects. This could cause ambiguity during the matching
and evaluation stage using the shape describing attributes.
Spurious lines. Spurious lines are line segments that are not actually a part of the objects
present is the scene itself. In this image sequence the spurious lines are formed by the border
lines of the scene.
Variable distance between line ends. When looking at the image sequence as shown in
appendix 4 it is to be seen that the distance between the line ends is not constant. As a result
some line segments will be considered not to be connected. Hence, some contours will not be
extracted.
Broken line segments. Broken line segments are caused by adjacent or occluded objects.
Rotation. The scenes main motion is rotation. As was shown during the tests described in
chapter 0 rotation causes the most problems during the search for correspondence because
the shape of the contours can change considerably.

In the image sequence 3 cubes are present, each consisting of 3 planes which are visual to the
recording camera. Ideally each image should possess 9 contours ( numbered from 0 to 8 ).
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If a contour has not been extracted correctly i.e. not extracted at all or wrongfully extracted, the
entry is filled with an *~ sign. The X sign indicates that a contour has moved out of sight due to
the motion of the camera.

For comparison, the ideal trajectories ( wrongfully extracted contours are discarded) are
manually determined. The trajectories are initialised by accounting for every plane in the image
not regarding if it is actually extracted or not. The trajectories are listed in Table 7-1.
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Image Nr:
Trajectory contour 0:
Trajectory contour 1:
Trajectory contour 2:
Trajectory contour 3:
Trajectory contour 4:
Trajectory contour 5:
Trajectory contour 6:
Trajectory contour 7:
Trajectory contour 8:

manuaIIly d et ermmed usmg ex t ract ed co ntours
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,'/
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0
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2
1
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3
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For each "interruption" in the trajectory caused by either a X or a *~ the correspondence
algorithm will start a new trajectory. As a result, the output of the correspondence algorithm has
to consist of at least 13 trajectories. Additional trajectories are formed by incorrect extracted
contours which might not be compatible with other contours or wrongfully rejected pair of
corresponding contours. The output of the correspondence algorithm is shown in Table 7-2.

Table 7-2: Trajectories found by the correspondence algorithm
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= rejected pair of corresponding contours
= non valid match
= non valid extracted contour
= contour moved out of sight
= wrongful extracted contour
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7.1 Analysing the output of the correspondence algorithm
When comparing the entries in Table 7-1 and Table 7-2 the following remarks can be given:
•
•
•

There are 3 wrongfully rejected matches in the trajectories,
Two contours have been extracted wrongfully,
One match is non valid.

In the next paragraphs these faults are being analysed and explained.

7.1.1 Wrongful rejections:
As can be seen in Table 7-2 there are three trajectories that contain wrongful rejected
corresponding pairs of contours. To analyse why this has occurred it is focused on the rejection
of the correspondence between contour number fi ve between image number C3000 and C300l.
Figure 7-2 shows both images.

Analysing wrongful rejections
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C3000.ldr
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C3001.ldr

Figure 7-2
The matching results using the position of the centre of gravity and the shape describing
parameters ( moments) are in accordance for all but two contours. There is a discrepancy
between the match determined for contour number 5 and 7 of image C3000 and contour number
5 and 7 of image C300 1. These discrepancies are discussed next.

Match based on shape parameters
Based on the moment parameters the corresponding pairs ( which showed discrepancy to the
results obtained by using the position) of contours are (5,5) and (7,7). The corresponding pair
(5,5) is correct, the corresponding pair (7,7) is incorrect. However it should be noted that the
match results purely based on moment parameters is in accordance with the optimisation
criterion because contour pair (7,7) are similar in shape.
The correct pair of corresponding features is not found because the contour corresponding to
contour number 7 of image C3000 is not present in image C300l. This is due to the spatial
displacement of line 33 ( image C300l ) which is too large and is not considered to be connected
to line 22.
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Match based on position of the centre of gravity
Based on the minimum spatial distance between centre of gravity's of the contours the matching
results between both contours under discussion are the contour pairs ( 5,7 ) and ( 7,5 ). In this
situation both pairs of contours are wrongfully determined although again the optimisation
criterion has been fulfilled.
The decision function as defined in section 6.6 used the position information as a reference while
using the moment parameters to cross-check the match. In this case match results based on the
position are both incorrect. After evaluation using the moments parameters it was correctly
concluded by the decision function that both pairs of contours were incorrect.

7.1.2 Incorrect extracted contours
Another problem that is encountered are erroneous extracted contours. This can be caused by two
reasons:
•

•

the line extraction program itself. The spatial distance between endpoints can be to large or
junctions are not always formatted as was mentioned in section 0 .When a junction does not
consist of separate line segments stored in the LDR format, the approach of searching
connected line by comparing the position of line ends fails.
the algorithm to extract the closed contours. Only a certain class of wrongly connected line
segments can be detected. Furthermore, the search area to determine connected line ends can
be too small.

Figure 7-3 illustrates an example of wrong contour extraction

Wrongful ex tracted contours
Contour wrongly extracted
no junction extracted
~
,
during line eXlraction ---.
.
Igap lo big
process
0
~Contour

not extracted

C3005.1dr

Figure '-3
When referring to the test sequence, in seven out of the eight images at least one contour is not or
wrongfully extracted. However, this does not necessarily compromise the performance of the
correspondence algorithm because the performance of the algorithm is strongly dependent on the
input data.
If the input data is of poor quality, trajectories found by human intuition ( using the extracted
contours) or by using the correspondence algorithm will both results in partially incomplete
trajectories as was shown in Table 7-1 and Table 7-2. However it can cause ambiguity as was the
case in section 7.1.1 .
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7.1.3 Non valid matches
The trajectories found by determining correspondence of the C3000 image sequence contained
one non valid pair of corresponding contours. This non valid pair is identified by contour number
zero in both images ( C3006 and C3007 ). Figure 7-4 shows both images.

N on Valid Match

C3006.ldr

C3007 .Idr

Figure 7-4
It can clearly be seen that due to the incorrect extracted contours, as discussed in the preceding
chapters, this pair of contours is matched illegally. However, the distance between both contours
regarding shape and position are very similar. Again the optimisation criterion is met but does
not produce the correct correspondence.

7.2 Results
When analysing the match results of the image sequence under consideration it can clearly be
seen that the quality of the extracted line segments is the crucial factor, when determining
correspondence using contours. Due to the erroneous extracted line segments false matches and
wrongful rejections occur. To compare the performance of the correspondence algorithm to the
most ideal extracted trajectories ( done by the human brain) Table 7-3 lists the properties of the
results of both methods.

Table 7-3: Results algorithm vs human brain
Image Sequence c30XX.ldr
Contour number:
0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I

false matches

cuts in trajectory
(algorithm/manually)

wrongful
rejections

I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/1
JlO
0/0
1/1
Jll
JlO
0/0

0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

III
1/0

It can be seen that the performance of the algorithm is as good as can be expected because the
matching criterion is fulfilled.
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8. Conclusions
By using a higher level feature, such as the contours, the burden of determining correspondence
is moved from the matching stage to the feature extraction stage.
Using a low level feature to determine correspondence ( e.g. line segments) the matching stage
is quite complicated because of three reasons. The first reason is the large number of line
segments present in the image sequences which results in a large search space. Secondly the
shape of the line segments are not very distinct which causes ambiguity during the matching
stage. Finally determining correspondence between images containing spurious lines or other are
present in the scenes can also complicate the search for correspondence. However, extracting
these low level features from the images under consideration is quite simple.
These problems during the matching stage can be avoided by using closed contours. The search
space is reduced because there are fewer closed contours than single line segments present in a
image. Furthermore, the contours have more distinct shapes compared to line segments which
reduces ambiguity during the matching stage. Additionally the influence of spurious lines in the
images is reduced considerably because generally they are not enclosed by contours and
therefore take no part in the matching process.
Correspondence is determined by optimising the distance function using two independent
parameters, describing shape and position, separately. By using a decision function which
evaluates both results, a final set of corresponding pairs of contours is determined. The
correspondence algorithm showed to perform as good as can be expected. The criterion used to
search for correspondence was met but, as was mentioned in the introduction, that is not a
guarantee for having found the correct pairs of corresponding contours.
As was already foreseen using a more complex feature simplifies the matching stage but
extracting the closed contours becomes the critical part. The performance of the algorithm is
strongly dependent on the quality of the input files which describe the line segments present in
the scene. If these input files are not reliable, a complete and reliable set of closed contours
cannot be determined which compromises the performance of the correspondence algorithm.
Implementing the approach of using contours as features to be tracked, puts restrictions on the
type of images that can be analysed. This approach is only applicable in scenes were objects are
clearly recognisable and the contours can be extracted with a high degree of reliability. When
there are no contours clearly identifiable or very few contours can be extracted correspondence
has to be determined using single line segments.
As long as the analytical power of the human brain cannot be translated into an algorithm,
determining correspondence remains to be a difficult problem to solve.
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9. Recommendations
The perfonnance of the correspondence algorithm relies heavily on the quality of the extracted
line segment. Therefore improving the line extraction tool would improve the perfonnance of the
correspondence algorithm considerably.
Reliability of the match can be further improved by including structural information available
after having extracted the contours. This additional information is:
• the mutual positions between contours present in the image.
• which contours are adjacent. By detennining which contours share common line segments it
can be determined which contours have mutual connections.
The structure of the scene will not change drastically while the camera makes recordings of the
scene at different viewpoints because the structure generally has a fixed pattern that is relative
insensitive to affine (rotation, translation and zooming) transfonnations.
Finally it may be worth while to examine the possibility to detennine a final match by using
match results obtained by searching correspondence using line segments and closed contours
separately. A set of line correspondences can be extracted from the trajectories of corresponding
contours. By cross-referencing both sets of line correspondences reliability of the end results
could be improved.
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Appendix 1: Testing the sensitivity of attributes describing the contour
Test 1: small rotation
The first situation to be evaluated is the behaviour of the parameters when the object undergoes a
moderate rotation. The object under consideration is shown in the figure below ( Table I :
Matching results). The first two objects illustrate the separate shapes with the contour indexes.
The third image gives an indication about the degree of rotation.

= myfnllO.ldr
_

= myfnOl.ltlr

Table I : Matching results of test 1, small rotation

32104

reference:

Match result

32104
32410
32104
32104
32104
31240

Angle:
Area:
Fourier Descriptors:
Moments:
Position:
Eccentricity

Match result [%]
100
40
100
100
100
20

In the case of a moderate rotation it can be concluded that a match is easily determined. Except
for the Area and Eccentricity parameters, all variables give reliable information. The reason for
the failure or the Area parameters is the fact that the L-shaped side (contour 4 of myfnOO and
contour 4 of myfnO 1) changes very fast compared with surfaces that are more or less at right
angles or far away to the recording camera. It also can be concluded the Eccentricity parameters
is highly susceptible to rotation.

Table II: Match evaluation of test 1, small rotation

I

Reference:
Moments:
Position:
Match pair
0-3
1-2
2-1
3-0
4-4

01234
32104
32104

Average M:
Average P:

Moment distance
0041
1.33
0.13
0.02
5.7*

1.52
20.81

Variance M:
Variance P:

2.14
12.1

Position distance
38.6*
24.0
12.2
3.3*
25.9*
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Test 2: relatively large rotation and minimal zooming
The third test case is used to evaluate the parameters sensitivity when two objects that have to be
matched undergo a relative large rotation and also a limited amount of zooming. It clearly can be
seen that the geometrical structure of the object is changed considerable.

o

myfil03.ldr

_ = myfilOO.ldr

_ = myfn03.ldr

Table III: Match Results test 2, relative large rotation

01234

reference:

Match result

Match result [%]

24310
14302
21340
21034
01234
21340

0
0
20
60
100
20

Angle:
Area:
Fourier Descriptors:
Moments:
Position:
Eccentricity:

Under influence of a large change in orientation between both images the matching reliability is
considerably deteriorated. The Angle and Area parameters are the first to completely fail. Both
the Eccentricity parameter and Fourier Descriptors gives a poor result. Only the Position
parameters achieve a reliable match. The moments parameters perfonn relatively good.

Table: 1111 Match evaluation of test case 2, relative large rotation
Reference:
Moments:
Position:

01234
21034
01234

I
Average M:
Average P:

•..
M:
v dl1anCe
Variance P:

1.'+'+
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Match pair

Moment distance

Match pair

Position distance

0-2

0.75
1.41
0.23
0.24
4.56*

0-0
1-1
2-2
3-3
4-4

58*
34
27
15*
58*

I-I
2-0
3-3
4-4
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1.62
17
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Test 3: Translation
A pure translation is the simplest form of an alteration between two successive images.
Determining a correspondence between two identical translated images should be quite simple
because the geometrical properties of the contours are not altered.
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Table IV: Match results for test 3, translation

01234

Reference:

Match result

01234
01234
01234
01234
01234
01234

Angle:
Area:
Fourier Descriptors:
Moments:
Position:
Eccentricity:

Match result [%]
100
100
100
100
100
100

As already expected, it is easy to determine correspondence when the motion between two
consecutive images is only a translation.

Table V: Match evaluation of test 3, translation
Reference:
Moments:
Position:
Match pair
0-0
I-I
2-2
3-3
4-4

01234
01234
01234
Moment Error
4.73e-12
1.0ge-11
7.6e-13
1.52e-ll
1.86e-11 *

Average M:
Average P:

7.3e-12
282.8

Variance M:
Variance P:

6.7e-12
0

Position Error
282.8 *
282.8 *
282.8 *
282.8 *
282.8 *
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Test 4: moderate translation and zooming
In the 4 th experiment the sensitivity of the parameters undergoing a translation and a zooming. It
can be clearly seen that with the absent of rotation the basic shape of the contours do not change.
In this case the shape describing parameters like the Fourier descriptors and the moments should
perform good because those are size and position invariant.
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Table VI: Matching results test 4, translation and zooming

012345

Reference:

Match result
Angle:
Area:
Fourier Descriptors:
Moments:
Position:
Eccentricity:

012345
230541
012345
012345
012345
032541

Match result [%]
100
20
100
100
100
17

From this experiment it can be concluded that all parameters, except for the Area and the
Eccentricity parameters, are completely invariant to translation and zooming. It is shown that in
situations were there is zooming the Area parameters completely fails.

Table VII: Distance evaluation of case 4, translation and zooming
Reference:
Moments:
Position:
Match pair
0-0
1-1
2-2
3-3
4-4
5-5

62

Average M:
eP:
Moment Error
0.29
0.63*
0.25
0.2
0.22*
0.15

Position Error
21.6
14.2*
29.6*
58.0
63.0*
65.4*

0.25
42.

nceM:
nce P:

0.1
20.8

Appendices

Test 5: External errors
The first situation is when removing a line on the "outside" of an geometrical structure. This
simply implies that in the image one or more contours are lost while the remaining contours are
not influenced.
As already explained, the length of both chromosomes that have to be matched are always equal.
When the number of available contours is different between the two images the "left open"
spaces are padded with' -1' signs to indicate that these do not have to be evaluated. For
evaluating the matching results the solutions where there are' -1' placed in one of the strings
have to be discarded.

2

0

~

2

s2000.Jdr

~

0

s2000.Jdr

Table VII: Match results test 5, external error

01234-1

Reference:

Match result

Match result [%]

012345
012354
012345
302541
012345
012543

100
80
100
40
100
80

Angle:
Area:
Fourier Descriptors:
Moments:
Position:
Eccentricity:

Table VIII: Distance evaluation of test 5, external error
Reference:
Moments:
Position:

01234·
312540
012345

Average M:
Average P:

0.08
6.8

Match pair

Moment Error

Match pair

Position Error

0-3
1-1
2-2
3-5
4-4
--0

0.2*
0.13
0.06
0.06
0.01

0-0
1-1
2-2
3-3
4-4
--5

4.41
4.79
7.86
11.42*
12.2*

no match

Variance M:
Variance P:

0.07
4.23

no match
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Test 6: Internal error causing little area change
In this experiment a line on the "inside" of the object in the scene is removed simulating an error
during the line extraction phase. Now there is one contour less and for the contour that is
influenced by this missing line ( contour 3 and 4 are 'transformed" into contour 3 ) a valid match
does not exist.
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Table IX: Match results of test 6, internal error

01234·1

Reference:

Match result

Match result [%]

012534
012354
012354
012354
012354
052134

66,67
100
100
100
100
30

Angle:
Area:
Fourier Descriptors:
Moments:
Position:
Eccentricity:

The algorithm detects successfully that contour 4 can not be matched with a contour of the first
image. However, contour 3 from the reference chromosome doesn't have a valid match as can be
seen in the figure. This means that there does not exist a corresponding contour to contour
number 3 of the first image. Therefore, a match between contour number 3 of the first image and
the second image has to be rejected. How these non valid matches can be detected is outlined in
chapter O.

Table X: Distance evaluation of test 6, internal error
Reference:
Moments:
Position:

01234·1
012354
012354

Average M:
Average P:

Match pair

Moment Error

Position Error

0-0

0.25
0.18
0.06
0.36*
0.07

4.4
4.8
7.8
12*
13.04*

no match

no match

I-I
2-2
3-3
4-5
-1-5
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0.15
7.0

Variance M:
Variance P:

0.12
4.5
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Appendix 2: Image Sequence myfnXX.ldr
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Trajectories of the MyfnoXX image sequence

Image Nr:
Trajectory Contour 0:
Trajectory Contour 1:
Trajectory Contour 2:
Trajectory Contour 3:
Trajectory Contour 4:

*= non valid match
X= non existent
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Appendix 3: Image Sequence s2oXX.ldr
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Trajectories of the s20XX image sequence

Image Nr:
Trajectory contour 0:
Trajectory contour 1:
Trajectory contour 2:
Trajectory contour 3:
Trajectory contour 4:
Trajectory contour 5:

0123456789
0002022002
1 1 1 1 101 1 1 1
2220210220
3343333433
4434445354
5555554545
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Appendix 4: Image Sequence C30XX.ldr
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Trajectories of image sequence C30XX

Image Nr:
Trajectory contour 0:
Trajectory contour 1:
Trajectory contour 2:
Trajectory contour 3:
Trajectory contour 4:
Trajectory contour 5:
Trajectory contour 6:
Trajectory contour 7:
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